Transmissive structural color filters using vertically coupled aluminum nanohole/nanodisk array with a triangular-lattice.
We demonstrate a configuration to generate transmissive structural colors through triangular-lattice square nanohole arrays in aluminum (Al) film with Al nanodisks on the bottom of the nanoholes. By using a simple nanofabrication process, colors covering the entire visible light with different brightness and saturation are achieved by tuning both the period of arrays and the size of nanoholes. The optical behaviors of the structures are systematically investigated by both experimental and theoretical methods. The results indicate that the localized surface plasmon resonance of nanohole arrays plays the key role in the extraordinary transmission and meanwhile the coupling of disks and holes is also of importance for the enhanced transmission. With the wide color gamut, these kinds of vertically coupled Al nanohole/nanodisk arrays show the capabilities for high-resolution full-color printing. Compared to existing transmissive plasmonic color filters, the configuration in this work has the advantages of a simple fabrication process and using cheap aluminum materials.